
 

Sun in Taurus/Moon	in	Taurus:	
	

Cornerstone	
 
Your thought-out comments, although infrequent, are almost always heeded because 
of your directness. You have an uncanny ability to be accurate, truthful and frank. 
Beneath your calm exterior you are totally confident and do not lack for ambition. 
Once you undertake something, you do not stop until it is clear to all that you have 
mastered it to your own satisfaction. Bumps in the road are dealt with in a calm and 
patient fashion and you are not moved if you encounter a roadblock. Your self-respect 
translates into respect from others. You have a built-in self-confidence but are real 
about it and that presence speaks volumes. You know you have ability and there is no 
need to broadcast it. Even though you are skeptical about things that are not one of 
them, your worldly success is guaranteed by confidence, but also your patience. If 
anyone mistakes you for being slow, they are fooling themselves. Your distaste for the 
superficial and trivial make you seem antisocial, but you are just a good observer. 
Your ultimate place in the scheme of life is to be your own boss and this will happen 
slowly but surely. You love to have a lot of responsibility and you gain great joy and 
purpose in life from your work. Open expression of your feelings is also suggested as 
a release valve. Talking about your feelings and not being so inhibited does not mean 
that we should never be controlled in our approach. But everyone needs to let go 
sometimes. Common sense is also one of your good qualities and this results in a 
practical and easy solution to many of the dilemmas in life that baffle people 
sometimes. Occasionally everyone gets fed up and this is true of you as well, 
especially relative to your friends’ faults. Complete determination and dedication are 
the only ways you know in terms of approaching a challenge. It is likely that you feel a 
connection with nature because both of your signs are earth signs. You are satisfied 
living most places, but you are a natural type person and you would, at the very least, 
need to visit natural areas for peace of mind. Like most Taurus people, you almost 
never get angry, but this is sometimes because you stuff your anger down. 
Unfortunately, this can result in assorted psychological issues. Tension always needs 
to be released through positive avenues to release the steam. 
  


